Training document drafted by the Staff Section, Tien Giang Province unit on 16 April 1966, containing:

T5's experiences in countering American helicopter operations in the mountain and jungle areas.

- Readiness for rapid movement to isolate and annihilate the enemy landing in small groups or to gather them in one area for total destruction with battalion-size units.

- Do not attack several objectives in an area suitable for helicopter landings. Instead, plant spikes and lay mines in it, forcing the helicopters to land in an area pre-determined by our operating units, where our guerrillas, main force units and anti-aircraft firing cells are waiting with an ambush.

- Plan various routes of march for rapid surprise attacks and have reserve strength (battalion-size unit) ready for any emergency at the second and third company to be landed after the enemy's first company has been destroyed.

- Remember, we succeeded in annihilating an enemy company by shooting down 10 helicopters.

- All of our forces, agencies and corridors at the rear should be equipped with rifles to wear down the enemy forces before they reach the landing zone. All members should be trained in aircraft firing technique, for we have learned from experience that if we fired at the aircraft, the enemy would not dare to land upon us from the rear.

KIN IS A VIETNAMESE CLASSIFICATION EQUIVALENT TO CONFIDENTIAL AND WILL BE HANDLED ACCORDINGLY.
- Fortifications and fox holes should be dug along the routes of movement to reduce the casualty toll during the operation and battle engagement.

- Organize firing detachments composed of brave soldiers and sniper cells to stay close to the enemy and his helicopters' temporary launching base to attack the aircraft with grenades and deliver fire on the enemy and his assembly area with mortar shells along with harassment by suppressor activity.

[No further exploitable information]

VN Efforts in Propagandizing Workers and Laborers in Saigon-Cholon.

Plan for Activity in the Saigon - Cholon Capital of MI-1 Worker Propagandizing Section. Dated 8 November 1965, the document outlined the six (6) main tasks which are summarized as follows:

1. Propaganda:
   Extensive propaganda activities should be conducted to rile workers and laborers fully realize the rights of their class and their nation, to hate the enemy, closely unite with friends and other classes of people in the city, and resolutely conduct the political struggle to seize power.

   To accomplish this, main efforts should be placed in propagandizing the workers of each enterprise via: "Slogan propaganda," and leaflets.

2. Action:
   Encourage the people to demand pay increases, procurement of jobs, to oppose conscription, and to exploit incidents caused by Americans.

3. Development of Party and Labor Youth Group Cells, ever self-defense units in each enterprise, union and direct area.

4. Training:
   Political indoctrination should be conducted constantly for improvement of cadre's political background.

KIN
5. Development of "Springboards". To facilitate the activities in the Saigon-Cholon, "Springboards" can be and must be established by relying upon the people in disputed areas. However, efforts must be made to eliminate NW spies first.

6. Establishment of City Workers Proselyting Section.

This organization should be activated and assisted by Region and Province Workers proselyting cadre in directing the propaganda for city workers.

Attached to this document is a plan of organization of "Liberation" Labor Unions and Confederation of "Liberation" Labor Unions from COGPN level to enterprise level.

* Full translation follows.
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